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Introductions

• Name
• College
• Any summer enrollment initiatives or activities at your 

college or something you did this summer
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Our Time Today 

1. In-depth look at the EASE messages & behavioral 
science principles

2. Which of the two EASE strategies should my college 
adopt?

3. The planning process
4. Next steps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During our time, we’ll:Provide a more in-depth look at the EASE messages and the science behind themHelp you think through which of the two EASE strategies your college should adoptGive an overview of the planning process for setting up the EASE messaging campaign at your collegeAnd then talk about some next steps you can take to begin planning to implement your own summer enrollment messaging campaignWe’ve also provided you a folder with some materials, including: Message templates for the two EASE strategies, including a sample timelineA behavioral concepts cheat sheet, which summarizes some of the key behavioral science vocab that we’re going to mention todayA table that summarizes the differences between the two EASE strategiesA detailed checklist that describes each of the steps on the way to launching the EASE campaignA table that summarizes the role of different college departments in implementing the EASE messaging campaign
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Two Strategies to 
Encourage Additional Summer Enrollment: 

Messaging + 
Last-Dollar Grant

INFORMATIONAL CAMPAIGN 
& TUITION ASSISTANCE

6 e-mails, 2 letters, and 1 postcard

INFORMATIONAL CAMPAIGN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a reminder, for the EASE project, we tested two different strategies:1. An informational campaign, informed by behavioral science (which we’ll go into in more detail later), encouraging students to enroll in summer courses, which includes, 6 emails, 2 letters, and 1 postcard2.  A second strategy that includes similar messaging plus the addition of a last-dollar scholarship, which provides students with funding for whatever costs remain after the application of state and federal aid.
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The Tuition Assistance Grant…

Last-Dollar

Simplifies messaging around summer funding 

Marketed through an Informational 
Campaign

Keep these
Key Features 
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The Informational Campaign…

Mentions financial aid (Pell Grant or last-dollar grant)

Incorporates behavioral science principles

Uses multiple modes of communication

Includes multiple messages

Keep these
Key Features 
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How Do the Messages Work?
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What is behavioral science?
• Studies how people actually behave

• Draws on research from psychology and economics, among others, 
about decision-making and action

• Allows us to change how we approach problem-solving by being 
more reflective about predictable patterns of behavior
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Social Influence
Persuasion by society, peers, or a person of influence can 
affect people’s decisions and actions. People tend to follow 
what they think other people are doing.
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By nature, we are social and influenced by our peers.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So a key principle of behavioral science is that, by nature, we are social and influenced by are peers.In behavioral science, this is sometimes called Social Influence. 
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Reframe options using social influence

(Allcott, 2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This concept can be employed to shape decision making by using social influence to reframe options.A famous example of this is strategy are personalized “home energy report” letters sent by a company called OPOWER.This Neighbor Comparison module compares a household’s recent energy use to that of 100 neighbors with similar house characteristics. So it shows an individuals monthly energy consumption on this first line, the consumption of their efficient neighbors on the second line, and all neighbors on the last line. It’s creating this comparison and framing individuals energy use in relation to that of their neighbors.A study of households that received these messages found that receiving the messages caused households to reduce their energy consumption.So just knowing that my neighbors (or classmates) are performing a certain behavior, might cause me to perform that same behavior.
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Social Influence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This comes in a few forms in the EASE messages:As part of the design process, we interviewed students about their experiences with summer courses. One of the EASE letters includes excerpts from those interviewsAnd the idea was that if students can hear stories from their classmates about how they took summer courses and got something out of them, a student might be more likely to also take summer courses. 
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Social Influence

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So this example just more subtly drops in the fact that a student’s classmates also attend summer courses and it helps them achieve their goals.
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Breaking down a task into actionable steps and 
simplifying information has been shown to improve 
outcomes.

Implementation Prompts
Encouraging people to plan the steps they will take to 
complete a task can move people from intention to action.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another key principle from behavioral science is that Breaking down a task into actionable steps and simplifying information has been shown to improve outcomes.One way this shows up in behavioral science is a concept called Implementation Prompts. Again, keeping this intention to action framing in mind: Encouraging people to plan the steps they will take to complete a task can move people from intention to action.
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StandardInformational Postcard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is from a study intended to increase the number of participants who attended an informational meeting about a program they enrolled in called the Paycheck Plus Demonstration. This looks like a typical informational postcard. You probably get postcards like this in the mail all the time. It contains:Summary of the meeting’s purpose: To receive more information about the paycheck plus bonus Locations and times of the offered meeting: On the right side, it lists 5 location options and several timeslots.Time period to complete the meeting: between March 11 and April 9Offer of a $50 gift card upon completing the meeting
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Dechausay, Anzelone, & Reardon (2015)

Implementation prompt

Postcard Redesigned with Behavioral Science Insights

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now this is a postcard that uses behavioral science concepts to convey the same information. This message uses several behavioral science concepts, but I want to highlight its use of implementation prompts. Again, implementation prompts encourage people to plan the steps they will take to complete a task to move them from intention to action.These implementation prompts encourages participants to make a plan for when they were going to come in for a meeting by checking off the location where they’ll attend the meeting and writing the down the date that they’ll attend.So rather than just taking in the information, the recipients of this message can start making a plan for action
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vs.

Dechausay, Anzelone, & Reardon (2015)

Significant 
increase in 

meeting 
attendance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The study compared the effects of these two postcard and found that the postcard on the left significantly increased meeting attendance.
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Implementation Prompt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This message uses an implementation prompt. 
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The mental resources we use to pay attention and 
understand and remember information are more 
fallible than we often recognize.

Choice Overload
People can have a difficult time making a decision when faced 
with many options.
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How many course options are given to students?

Number of Jams Displayed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In another study, shoppers at grocery store saw a display table with 24 varieties of jam, and those who sampled the jams received a coupon for $1 off any jam.On another day, shoppers saw a similar table, except that only six varieties of the jam were on display. The large display attracted more interest than the small one. But when the time came to purchase, people who saw the small display were ten times more likely to buy than people who saw the large display.So presenting someone with less information, and therefore lessening the mental burden it takes to make a decision, is likely to increase the likelihood that the will actually take action.Course catalogs can be huge and students are given hundreds of options for courses.
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Simplify course options – Make course decision-making easy for students

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The EASE messages reduce this burden by providing students with a personalized list of courses that they need for their degree that are available during the summer.Smaller EASE colleges created this message by running degree audits for students. Some larger colleges used a students major to recommend some courses offered during the summer that are required for their major.



What behavioral science techniques does the following 
message use? 
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Activity



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you buy plane tickets, before you complete your purchase, you’re hit with this message.How many of you typically purchase this flight protection?It’s a pretty persuasive recommendation right?Take some take a minute to look this over.Based on what we’ve talked about what are some behavioral science techniques that this message uses?.



Social influence

loss aversion

Simplification



Which Strategy Should My College Use?
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A Closer Look
Topic Info Campaign Info Campaign + Tuition Assistance
Effectiveness  Positive impact on student 

academic progress (smaller)
 Positive impact on student academic 

progress (larger)

Message Simplicity  Personalized Pell estimate 
message harder to implement

 Simple messages, very easy to implement

Tuition Assistance 
Disbursement  Not necessary Requires financial aid to disburse grants

Cost  Lower upfront cost (staff time 
only)

 Higher upfront cost (staff time & tuition 
assistance)

Revenue Generated  Positive (smaller)  Positive (larger)
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A Closer Look
Topic Info Campaign Info Campaign + Tuition Assistance
Effectiveness  Positive impact on student 

academic progress (smaller)
 Positive impact on student academic 

progress (larger)

Message Simplicity  Personalized Pell estimate 
message harder to implement

 Simple messages, very easy to implement

Tuition Assistance 
Disbursement  Not necessary  Requires financial aid to disburse grants

Upfront Cost  Lower cost (staff time only)  Higher cost (staff time & tuition assistance)

Revenue Generated  Positive (smaller)  Positive (larger)



• If you can identify the upfront funding, consider implementing the 
informational campaign + Tuition 

• Both have positive ROI, but…

• The informational campaign paired with the last-dollar tuition 
assistance grant has a larger impact on student academic progress 

• The additional revenue generated from increased enrollment likely 
offsets cost of tuition assistance

• If no upfront funding, implement the informational campaign only
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Summary



• Who are the right people to weigh in on selecting a 
strategy?

• What funding sources could you use to cover the grant?

29

Discussion Questions
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What’s the Planning Process?



Fall Semester
 Identify coordinator
 Identify relevant departments
 Determine target population
 Determine how you will send personalized e-mail messages
 Understand process for mailing personalized letters
 Customize the messaging templates
 Create a timeline for sending messages
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Timeline and Checklist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The high-level timeline for sending out the EASE messaging campaign is that you start planning in the fall, you send the messages during the spring semester, so students can take courses over the summer.For the fall, we don’t have specific dates in mind for when these should happen. But the idea is that this all takes place before the end of the fall semester, assuming you want to sendThe first step is to identify a coordinator: Each strategy requires input from several departments on campus, but it would be best for one staff member or office to coordinate the initiative. The lead coordinator should be able to easily connect to different divisions on campus.During the EASE project, the team found that the student success office was often connected to many departments on campus and the director of student success could easily connect to different departments and bring them together when needed. However, staff from enrollment, advising, and registrar departments also successfully coordinated the campaign.The next step is the identify the relevant departments: The messages involve information from financial aid, advising, the registrar, so it’s important to make sure you’re coordinating with the right departments.Next is to determine the target population that you’d like to receive the messages: The ease messages are designed for students that are eligible for the Pell grant; however, its possible that you might what to supplement Pell-eligibility with some additional criteria.You’ll also want to determine how you’ll send the personalized emails: The EASE messages are personalized with students names, and as we’ve described, in a couple cases, financial aid information and course recommendations. It’s possible to send all the EASE messages using mail merge through Microsoft Outlook; however, you may want to use whatever email system your college currently uses.Understanding the process for mailing personalized letters is fairly straightforward—it’s likely that your college already has processes in place for this.Next you’ll want to customize the messaging templates: As I mentioned, you have complete packets of the EASE messages in your folders. These messages will need to be customized with information that’s relevant to your college, for example registration dates, or step-by-step instructions for summer enrollment.Finally you’ll want to create a timeline for sending the messages: The first page of the message packets has a sample timeline, which is along the lines of what we’ve tested. It involves sending messages at various timepoints in relation to key dates, for example, the opening of summer registration or the start of summer courses. You’ll want to figure out what those dates are on your academic calendar and prepare to send the messages accordingly.There is a packet in your folder that contains a complete checklist, which includes descriptions of each step and a place for you to fill in your own next steps.



Spring Semester
 Identify target population
 Launch the campaign 
 Estimate students’ Pell Grant funding and send personalized messages
 Create and send personalized course recommendations 
 Award the tuition-assistance grants (if doing Strategy 2)
 Complete the campaign 
Summer Term
 Determine how to continue the strategy each year
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Timeline and Checklist (cont’d)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are additional steps in the spring—they’re in your packet, and we’ll continue to talk about those at future workshops
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What Are the Next Steps?



 Identify coordinator
 Identify relevant departments
Determine target population

34

Next Steps



Choose a strategy: Have conversations on your campus 
with the right people
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When You Get Back to Campus…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s upfront work but it’s fairly easy to implement



• Have a coordinator identified 
• Have relevant departments identified 
• Determine how you’ll send the messages
• Attend the EASE workshop at Holistic Student 

Supports Institute with your EASE team 
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By Late Fall

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s upfront work but it’s fairly easy to implement
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@CABS_MDRC

Camielle.Headlam@mdrc.org
Benjamin.Cohen@mdrc.org

Contact:

Questions?

mailto:Camielle.Headlam@mdrc.org
mailto:Benjamin.Cohen@mdrc.org
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